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SUBJECT : €HI .i:.lf .. ,:.3_::1.-f]. .. ~~- Mr. c,~:ter U.'?!EIJ :J'f~ .... ' i 

JUtAN
1
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Internal Security - Cuba · '\}JJ!Jd}tJ1(b. . ' {) . '\:.~ . . : .~ ~ .. •. J> ~ I 

:D::I::ternoon of 4/6/60, Assistant AG Wi~ th~~ . : 

1

Cr1".minal Division. called re this case. He said that on 2/11 or 12/60, 
Judg~ Choate in Miami conferred with USA Madsen and an FBI agent, _.-
and subsequently reduced the bond of the two subjects in this case 
from $30,000 to $5,000. Mr. Wilkey noted that, by memorandum of 
1/27/60 we advised the Department that there was ,a possibility that 
if the two subjects were not kept in jail; they would depart for . 

l\ Cuba. Wilkey note·d that the two subjects · are qow in Cuba, inasmuch 
as they met the lower bail. . · · · - · , . · 

Mr. Wilkey wanted to know whether, at the time the bail 

I 
was reduced, the FBI;\ had rendered an opinion that it would be . . 
desirable to redu<!e ' the bail in order that the subjects _could get 
out of jail, bea~ing~Jn mind that one of the subjects is .an. FBI 

·. informant, and from an intelligence standpoint he could produce after 
he_leftjail. · · : · . . 

.. _, I told ·~r. w::Ftkey that we would not ordinarily express ,. 
llopinions in matters o~ hail or prosecution, hut that I would like to 

che:~. and I f:::c!:: ~~:: :::t T:::::n:: :::::. He said that, in 'f'J 
accordance with Bureau instruetions, SA George Bavis advised USA '. \__ 
Madsen on 1/29/60 (2 days after the subjects were apprehended) that 
one of the subjects had been an FBI informant, and the USA was being 
so informed, as the matter·could well come out during the trial. The 
USA said he would like to think this matter over, and might request 
an agent to accompany him later .to s_ ee the J_ud·g·e· 1 · .- a- s~t e J. u. dge should 
know of the informant status of one of the su~ec,,ts •..... "L0 r1.· .. ~ 

n~- 105. RECa 2Q I{)!;-_ )/ ;1/:li. t; -. \..7 .. "'l 'j 
. On 2/12/60 the tJSA''itsked Agen{ ·. Davis···· t~ r""comEf t9 ".see him, 

ll al.)d the · two of the. m_ w,ent together to the chambers of . : ~u'dg. e Choat 
The USA advised the~ Judge that one of the subjects had) been ,, 
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Mr. Parsons 
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) I FBI informant, and that Agent Davis· could furnish the details. · 
Davis told .. the .rudge that the inform-ant, :MM 635-S, had been coopera
ting with the Bureau for a considerable period of time prior to his 
arrest, and had been an effective paid informant. The Judge asked 

ll
if the informant could be used again in view of his ar~. Davis 
told him that we wo~try to continue to use him if the opportunity 
presented itself. ~ 1;1_) 

Jll 
·, According to eague, neither Agent Davis, nor the USA, 

made any recommendation to the Judge regarding possible leniency, 
or reduction in the bond, either directly or by inference. The 

- Judge said that he had recently had a case brought before him 
regarding Rolando Masferrer and his brother, wherein Immigration· ·and 
Naturalization Service wanted.to exclude these individuals. The, 
Judge said he wanted to fair and objective; that if he decided the 
Masferrers should be excluded, this could be constructed as favorable 
to the Castro government. On the other hand, if.he took action against 
the two Cuban defendants in this case, this would be inconsistent 
with granting an exclusion order'against the Masferrers. The Judge 
said h~ wanted· to consider the case involving the exclusion order 
first, ~~nd would wait to act on the kidnaping case. The Judge said 
he would consider reducing bail for the two defendants, if the defense 
attorney so requested. USA Madsen said he would work this out with 
the Defense Attorney. 

' . 

I called Mr. Wilkey back and advised him of the above. 

I
I pointed out that, as I had previously indicated, it was not in 

··province of the Bureau t~ make recommendations as to·bonds, or 
whether a man should stay in jail, and that no s~ch opinion was 
expressed by the Bureau in this case. : 

the 

I asked Wilkey what he had in mind. He said that he knew 
this was the Bureau policy and he was trying to satisfy himself as 
to what caused the reduction in bail, and whether it was better for 
(these defendants to remain in Cuba, or whether the Department should 
try to bring them back and try them. .He asked if the Bureau had an 
opinion on this from an intelligence standpoint. 

I told him we did not; that while we would receive any 
It !information that this informant sent to us, we would make no request 
, that the trial be held up, or that the Department hold up on any 
~ attempts to get the defendants out of Cuba. }\_ -uj 

l ,, 
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Mr •. Parsons 

I told Mr. Wilkey that, as far as we were concerned, he 
could disregard any intelligence aspects in connection with prose~u
tion of this case. I told him, however, ·that he would probably want 
the case carefully reviewed, from the standpoint of its strength, · 
bearing in mind that one of the principal witnesses was Catherine 
Taafe, whose reliability was questiona~~, and one o.f the defendants 
had been an informant of the Bureau.~~) . . 

. It would appear that Wilkey is examining this case from the 

II 
standpoint of action at this time. He understands clearly that the 

· Bureau has made no requests and will make no requests to delay action 
. .in the case, either from an intelligence standpoint or fro·. ~m the stand

point that one of the defendant~ was a Bureau infonnant. ~ ~ . 

· For information. . f ~ ~ 
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